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A B S T R A C T   

Being integral to the fossil-based energy order and as a key driver of multiple and intersecting ecological crises, 
the petrochemical industry faces increasing pressures to transform. This paper examines how major petro-
chemical companies navigate these pressures. Drawing from literatures on discursive power, narratives, and 
neoGramscian political economy, we introduce the concept of narrative realignment as a nuanced iteration of 
corporate discursive power that reframes problems of and solutions to green transitions. Specifically, we identify 
and explore common transition-related narratives, analysing climate and sustainability communications from the 
largest producers in the petrochemical sector. We argue that these strategic narratives portray the petrochemical 
industry as key to a successful transition and fend off criticisms by reducing them to misunderstandings. This 
framing works to reduce pressures for deep mitigation while repositioning the industry as part of the solution. 
Building on these findings, we demonstrate how petrochemical transition narratives relate to but also diverge 
from the position of fossil fuel extractors. Despite relying on fossil feedstock and being solidly placed in the fossil 
economy, petrochemical majors increasingly focus on repositioning themselves proactively as transition en-
ablers. The argument illustrates the work of downstream actors to legitimize the existing energy order.   

1. Introduction 

In view of climate emergency and global efforts to accelerate a 
transition to cleaner energy, fossil fuel-dependent industries face 
increasing pressure to transform. Energy and emission intensive sectors, 
which have historically been protected from climate policy, need to 
decarbonize [1]. In this context, incumbent firms seek to shape oppor-
tunity structures through active participation in public discourse [2–4]. 
This includes strategies of accommodation and resistance aimed at 
absorbing pressures and preventing disruption of institutionalized socio- 
technical configurations that benefit existing business models and 
vested interests. For example, it is by now well established that the oil 
and gas majors have spread misinformation and systematically used 
public relation activities to delay a transition away from fossil fuels 
[5–9]. Moreover, recent analyses document that, despite lofty pledges, 
fossil-based energy companies are not pursuing transformative change. 

Rather, their strategies remain limited to hedging against or resisting a 
green energy transition [10,11]. Yet while much of the academic liter-
ature on fossil fuel incumbents focuses on their shared corporate in-
terests and strategies, relatively little attention has been paid to 
distinctions between different industry sectors. The critical political 
economy scholarship, exploring the role of corporate actors in the 
orchestration and (re)structuring of the global energy order (e.g., 
[12–15]), has mainly focused on fossil fuel incumbents. Given the 
structural importance of the energy intensive processing industries in 
the fossil energy order, however, the political economy of decarbon-
ization in these sectors is an important area for research. This paper 
examines how petrochemical incumbents navigate and shape the tran-
sition through proactive forms of discursive power, which threaten to 
undermine global climate action in subtle yet significant ways. 

The petrochemical industry is the largest industrial energy consumer 
[16,17] but has long been “a key blindspot” [16] in climate and energy 
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policy debates. Relying on fossil fuels as sources of both feedstock and 
energy, the petrochemical industry produces a wide variety of products 
that permeate modern society [18]. Global production of chemicals and 
the associated use of fossil energy1 have grown rapidly over the past 
century [16,19] despite environmental concerns. The decade 
2010–2019 alone saw global chemical sales increase by approximately 
7.5 % per year [20]. A key driver is the seemingly never-ending use of 
plastics, which alongside fertilizers constitute the most important 
product categories [18]. Plastics are used for a wide-range of purposes – 
as packaging for all types of goods, fibres for textiles, as structural 
components in cars and vehicles, and for pipes and cables in buildings 
and infrastructure [21]. Not surprisingly, GHG emissions from plastic 
production have sky-rocketed, not least because expansion has primarily 
occurred in coal-dependent regions such as China [22,23]. 

Since its emergence in the early-to-mid twentieth century, the 
petrochemical industry has been closely connected to the fossil fuel 
energy regime.2 Initially primarily reliant on coal, petrochemical pro-
duction shifted towards petroleum in the post-war era while recent de-
cades have seen another shift towards natural gas and natural gas liquids 
[26]. The dependence on fossil fuels for chemical production is not set to 
change any time soon. Banking on predictions that the “future of oil is in 
chemicals” [27], leading firms in the industry have invested massively in 
new fossil-based production in recent years [28]. Projections indicate 
that global production capacity is expected to increase by 40 % from 
2020 to 2030, primarily in the Middle East, United States and Asia [29]. 
Once operational, these facilities can continue operations for decades – 
well beyond 2050 – with limited opportunities for retrofits and modi-
fications. Accordingly, chemicals have been identified as the single most 
important segment for new oil demand this decade [16,30,31], 
demonstrating the undeniable importance of petrochemicals in climate 
change and energy debates. 

At the same time that the sector is continuously expanding produc-
tion, it is increasingly being called into question. Due to its role in the 
climate, toxic pollution, and plastic crises, policymakers, civil society, 
and academics have made calls for more stringent regulation and caps to 
production [32–34]. Accordingly, the petrochemical industry is subject 
to multiple environmental pressures and conflicts [35,36]. Corporate 
actors' historical response to ecological concerns has been to accom-
modate emerging pressures without disrupting the industry [37]. 
Innovation efforts have concentrated on efficiency improvements and 
process intensification [38], and economic motivations have dominated 
conflicting commitments towards lower-carbon, technology-led reor-
ientation [39]. Moreover, many major industry players (especially the 
vertically integrated oil, gas, and chemical corporations) have adopted 
deceptive tactics of climate-change denial, while maintaining a corpo-
rate sustainability discourse that plastics and petrochemicals play an 
important role in green technological solutions [40,41]. In relation to 
toxicity and plastics, the industry has a track record of “deceit and 
denial” [42] of toxic risks, deflecting and co-opting criticisms and ob-
jections [35,37,41]. 

Recent theoretical contributions to the political economy of transi-
tions demonstrate the relevance of neo-Gramscian perspectives and the 
concept of “trasformismo” in theorizing how corporate incumbents (re) 
produce favourable social and economic structures [43–45]. Building on 
this theorization in relation to the rather contradictory situation of 
petrochemical incumbents, we introduce the concept of narrative 

realignment. Narrative realignment describes the strategic use of spe-
cific storylines that work to affiliate current activities and plans with 
calls for change through reframing problems and solutions. In this way, 
we focus on the employment of discursive power to not only accom-
modate transition pressures and resist change, but also to position in-
dustry proactively as a vital “provider” of solutions [46]. We do so 
mainly by analysing dominant strategic transition-related narratives 
employed by petrochemical incumbents, examining the puzzle of how 
the petrochemical sector seeks to retain its status through an energy 
transition despite being a fossil-based industry. These narratives are 
important because they reveal forms of discursive power that have 
material consequences in shaping industrial decarbonization pathways. 
By examining sustainability reports from the ten largest transnational 
firms in the sector triangulated with other data, we identify three stra-
tegic narratives namely realizers of sustainability, breakthrough technology 
pioneers and already well underway and explore their implications. 

Engaging with a neo-Gramscian perspective, we argue that incum-
bent firms in the petrochemical industry advance the three identified 
narratives to accommodate disruptive pressures and position themselves 
as transition enablers that are key to successfully achieving decarbon-
ization and circularity. By forwarding the notion that petrochemical 
production – competently guided by industry – (will) help achieve sus-
tainability both now and in the future alongside the idea that modern 
life is owed to the wonders of chemicals, industry actors frame them-
selves as the essential foundation for any desirable future. In the words 
of the American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers, petrochemicals 
are “the building blocks that make modern life possible” [47]. By taking 
this approach, petrochemical incumbents differ from their upstream 
fossil fuel counterparts, as fossil fuel extraction is surrendered to even-
tually decrease on a global scale through an energy transition. In making 
this argument, the paper contributes to an emerging literature on the 
political economy of petrochemicals and decarbonization in the energy- 
intensive industries [26,28,35,36]. The paper also contributes to the use 
of narrative analysis and the role of discursive strategies in shaping 
decarbonization in the petrochemical industry. More broadly, the notion 
of narrative realignment helps shed light on subtle, diverse, and 
evolving corporate tactics of trasformismo by describing how pressures 
for change are reframed as to align with existing developments. 

The paper proceeds as follows. First, we elaborate on the concept of 
trasformismo, expanding on the role and use of discourses and narra-
tives and introducing the concept of narrative realignment. We then 
describe the methods, materials, and analytical approach. Third, we 
analyse key recurring storylines that petrochemical majors invoke, 
mapping strategic narratives around transition pressures and the 
discursive strategy they constitute. We end with a discussion relating to 
non-discursive aspects of trasformismo and the position of fossil fuel 
majors. 

2. Shaping transition pathways 

2.1. Trasformismo and stability through change 

To analyse the political economy of transitions, recent contributions 
have highlighted the relevance of neo-Gramscian analysis and, in 
particular, the notion of “trasformismo” [43–45]. Defining it as a ca-
pacity, Newell [44] refers to trasformismo as 

the ability to accommodate pressures for more radical and disruptive 
change and to employ combinations of material, institutional and 
discursive power to ensure that shifts which do occur in socio- 
technical configurations do not disrupt prevailing social relations 
and distributions of political power. 

This definition highlights the tension between different orders of 
change, i.e., incremental vis-à-vis transformative change, as associated 
with disparate ecopolitical projects [48]. In a more recent definition, 
Ford and Newell [43] define trasformismo as a process “by which 

1 According to the International Energy Agency, chemicals derived from oil 
and gas account for around 90 % of feedstock demand in chemical production 
today [16].  

2 This “special relationship” [24] is not only material (through the integrated 
nature of petroleum refining and petrochemicals production) but also organi-
zational (through vertically integrated companies) and institutional (through 
the shared knowledge base of chemical engineering that underlies oil refining, 
gas processing, and petrochemical production) [19,25]. 
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potentially counter-hegemonic ideas and activities are neutralised by 
being brought within hegemonic frameworks.” Trasformismo is thus not 
about impeding change as such but rather that change, through a pro-
cess of co-optation, takes forms that align with the interests of dominant 
incumbents [44,49]. It thus differs from resistance by focusing on 
adaptation and absorption rather than on inhibition [43,50]. This is not 
to say that incumbents do not seek to inhibit change but rather to point 
out that strategies for maintaining incumbency differ. When dominant 
actors are under pressure, trasformismo is arguably particularly relevant 
[50]. 

Trasformismo is akin to another Gramscian concept, namely the 
notion of passive revolution. The difference is that, while trasformismo 
is about aligning counter-hegemonic ideas and activities with the heg-
emonic framework (thereby neutralising them), passive revolution re-
fers to adopting reformist change to withstand opposing pressures [51]. 
Passive revolution thus entails incremental change but not necessarily 
co-optation and is in this sense a broader concept. Accordingly, tras-
formismo has been understood as a strategy of passive revolution 
[43,49]. In this paper, we follow this line of thinking and understand 
trasformismo to involve accommodating ideas of change through 
adopting for instance new discursive strategies (while such actions are 
not required for passive revolution). Still, we see both as forms of ac-
commodation [12] – a process of ensuring stability through change – 
which arguably brings the two concepts very close to each other [43]. 

From a Gramscian perspective, strategies of accommodation take 
place within “wars of position” [52] where both hegemonic and counter- 
hegemonic actors and movements seek to gain influence. This process of 
social contestation is “endlessly unfolding” [53] and while hegemony3 

might appear stable it is hardly absolute. Like dominant groups, counter- 
hegemonic movements can build coalitions, win support, gain influence 
and challenge the “social licence to operate” of incumbent firms [43,54]. 
In response, incumbents can seek to accommodate criticisms through 
strategies of trasformismo and/or passive revolution, which thus take 
form in opposition to counter-movements. For example, petrochemical 
companies adopted circular economy strategies to respond to the marine 
plastic crisis when their position on plastics was challenged [35]. The 
historical moment thus bears great importance for the potential for 
change [44,55]. 

That emerging ideas can be adopted to the advantage of business 
interest resonates with the concept of green capital accumulation, which 
describes how lead firms utilize the sustainability agenda to enhance 
profitability [56]. This phenomenon goes beyond managing brand 
reputation, improving information, and externalising risk by recognis-
ing sustainability management as a key capitalist dynamic. Green capital 
accumulation relates to trasformismo in that it is enabled through 
“specific operationalisations” of sustainability [56]. Similarly, Mah [35] 
describes the acceleration into new plastics markets under the guise of 
circular economy discourse as “proliferation”. Common to both the ideas 
of green capital accumulation and proliferation is that corporate in-
cumbents do not only accommodate potential change pressures – they 
also seek to utilize them to their benefit to strengthen their (dominant) 
position. But how do corporate actors engage in such processes? 

Trasformismo points to the wide-ranging and multiple sources of 
influence that incumbents can draw upon, including material, institu-
tional, and discursive forms of power. Material power stems from eco-
nomic importance and the role of a given (set of) actor(s) in securing 
economic growth by means of command over finance and production 
[43]. State dependence on growth for, e.g., legitimacy, employment, and 
revenue creates reliance upon the actors that structure that process, 
granting them material power [14]. An industry that is structurally 

important in enabling capital accumulation, as in the case of energy, can 
thus claim to represent interests beyond that sector, i.e., those of “cap-
ital-in-general”, and is thereby advantageously positioned [14,43]. For 
example, concerns about international competitiveness and carbon 
leakage have led to persistent watering down of the stringency of 
production-based climate policies [57]. Institutional power, in turn, 
builds on material power and relates to the role of business in formal and 
informal political processes. Institutional power is exercised through 
both taking official part in decision-making as well as through lobbying 
and network relations [43]. Finally, discursive power captures how in-
cumbents seek to build consent around “hegemonic projects” through 
shaping public and political discourse [43]. This form of power is 
exercised through a variety of public relation activities including direct 
(e.g., advertising, social media) and indirect forms of engagement (e.g., 
through media and civil society organizations). Seeking to elaborate on 
discursive power, the following draws on a range of literature extending 
well beyond explicitly neo-Gramscian contributions. 

2.2. Discursive strategies and narrative realignment 

In efforts to invoke discursive power, corporate incumbents decide 
on certain discursive strategies. Discursive strategies can be built around 
multiple arguments that relate to different discourses that fit well 
together [5]. Depending on what incumbents perceive as threats, such 
strategies are subject to change over time [4,43] while not necessarily 
neatly orchestrated among actors; they also arise out of “pragmatic, 
incidental alliances that shape up around specific story-lines” [58]. 
Coalitions (including non-business actors) can be built around agreed 
upon storylines as with the British pro-gas coalition analysed by Lowes 
et al. [59]. In this paper, we distinguish between the overall discursive 
strategy of corporate incumbents and specific strategic narratives 
invoked by industry actors. We draw upon Hajer's [60] definition of 
discourses as an “ensemble of ideas, concepts, notions and categoriza-
tions that are produced, and transformed in a particular set of practices 
and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities”. In 
relation to discourses, narratives act both as “building blocks” out of 
which larger discourses are constructed and as “indicators” used to 
identify them. Narratives connect actors, through their statements, to 
broader discourses, while also providing a site that reveals their 
elementary components [61]. We here understand narratives as a 
particular account of a given predicament (for example the carbon- 
intensity of petrochemicals) pre-empting a certain solution to this 
problem framing [62]. 

Discourse can play a critical role in facilitating and breaking path 
dependency and lock-in [65]. In that regard, Buschmann and Oels 
highlight discursive carbon lock-in, defining it as “institutionalized 
mechanisms of discursive reproduction includ[ing] mechanisms of 
reproduction related to a mental map (or discourse) based on increasing 
returns” [65]. In other words, a discursive lock in happens when a 
discourse is institutionalized and becomes self-reinforcing. Breaking 
discursive lock-in therefore requires disrupting the processes that 
reproduce the dominant discourse. By constraining choice options, the 
struggle for discursive hegemony is a critical aspect of industry trans-
formation. For instance, in mapping the “possibility space” and func-
tioning as a narrative for focusing capital, hegemonic visions help decide 
future trajectories [66]. Emphasising discourse, however, does not 
preclude other dimensions of change. Reminiscent of how trasformismo 
stresses material and institutional power as well as discursive power, 
discursive lock-in underlines and reinforces other forms of lock-in 
(technological, institutional, and behavioural) [65]. 

Historically, the domains of climate and energy policy have been 
influenced by discourses of climate denial. Both think tanks [67] and 
specific key scientists [68] have worked to establish contrarian 
discourse and have successfully influenced the confidence of the scien-
tific community in relation to climate change [69]. However, discursive 
strategies go beyond the efforts to spread and sustain denial of humanly 

3 Hegemony is here understood as “the persistence of social and economic 
structures that systematically advantage certain groups” [12] including for 
example privileged access, tax breaks, subsidies and legal frameworks that 
benefit incumbent actors [43]. 
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induced climate change. In this vein, Lamb et al. [70] created a typology 
of "discourses of climate delay" and grouped various discourses into four 
categories namely "push non-transformative solutions", "emphasise the 
downsides", "surrender" and "redirect responsibility". Discourses of delay 
are more difficult to “call out” in that they build on legitimate concerns 
and as such have compelling elements to them. However, when they 
misrepresent, redirect responsibility and downplay the need for action, 
they function as mechanisms of delay [70]. 

To bring together the above lines of argument and advance existing 
analysis, we introduce the idea of narrative realignment, which refers to 
discursively bringing practises and activities of incumbents (back) into 
line with transition pressures and calls for system-level change. This 
entails advancing specific narratives in which problem-framings neces-
sitate solutions enabled by incumbents, typically in reference to pro-
gressive forms of change. The notion of narrative realignment captures 
how narratives are set up in a way that “twist” or reorient identified 
problems so that the solution entails dependency upon incumbents. 
Thus, industry action is part of and often integral to the solution. For 
example, insofar as actors and industries are criticised for lack of action, 
corporate actors help outsiders “understand” how incumbents are in fact 
addressing grand sustainability challenges. To the extent that industries 
are critiqued for unsustainable production, the use and essentialness of 
their products and output to sustainability are emphasised. Narrative 
realignment operates in this sense as a strategy of trasformismo but on a 
discursive scale. It is not an instance of co-optation of grander counter- 
hegemonic narratives. Instead, it aligns current practises, operations, 
and plans with potentially disruptive discourses that – at least in their 
formation – emerged as disruptive to business as usual (such as decar-
bonization, energy transition and circular economy). Narrative 
realignment thus resonates with discourses of climate delay in that it 
facilitates misrepresentation, redirects responsibility, and downplay 
calls for action, relying on “particular interpretations” of sustainability 
[56]. To the extent that specific “twists” are employed and shared across 
the industry, they can facilitate discursive lock-in, as actors mirror 
discursive practises seeking to align their existing operations with calls 
for change and ease regulatory, investor and civil society pressures. 

The relevance and novelty of the concept of narrative realignment 
lies in nuancing and expanding our understanding of how discursive 
power is employed under trasformismo. The phrase helps unpack the 
function of and dynamics behind certain narratives and the way they are 
constructed and employed in response to change pressures which is 
particularly relevant in relation to transitions. Placed within a neo- 
Gramscian conceptualisation of wider processes of change and di-
mensions of power, we see this theoretical contribution as a way of 
nuancing theory to respond to the complexities of social and economic 
phenomena. These ideas follows Stuart Hall's interpretation of Grams-
cian theory as an evolving practice that is responsive to context, in 
which the “process of theorising” is “the sign of a living body of thought, 
capable still of engaging and grasping something of the truth about new 
historical realities” [71]. Homing in on (but not being limited to) the 
discursive scale, the concept of narrative realignment should thus be 
understood in relation to other neo-Gramscian concepts, although in 
principle it could be linked to other frameworks as well. For example, 
while we focus on the purpose and implications on industry narratives, 
institutionalist approaches could help conceptualise how and why these 
narratives might spread [72]. 

We start from the understanding that discursive struggles play an 
important role in shaping transition pathways. To accommodate pres-
sures for change, incumbents can employ discursive power, relying on 
strategies that align with tactics of trasformismo. In practise, accom-
modation happens through a variety of activities including pushing 
certain storylines and narratives that bring potentially counter- 
hegemonic ideas and activities in line with the practises of in-
cumbents. If successful, such dynamics can lead to or maintain discur-
sive carbon lock-in, underpinning other forms of lock-in and 
maintaining prevailing distributions of power. One way to bring engage 

in trasformismo is through narrative realignment, which help reframe 
calls for change, associating them with current and future activities and 
practises of incumbents. Discursive power is employed happens in a war 
of position in which both subordinate and dominant groups take part. 
Social contestation is here constantly unfolding, involving multiple 
sources of power, and the strategies of incumbents should be understood 
in relation to counter-hegemonic resistance. We focus here on the ex-
ercise of discursive power and explore how it plays into material and 
institutional dimensions of power in the petrochemical industry. 

3. Methods and materials 

3.1. Data material 

To study narrative realignment in the petrochemical industry, we 
analyse publicly available statements and arguments on sustainability 
published by petrochemical majors. Specifically, our empirical analysis 
focuses on the ten largest firms in the sector as measured by reported 
chemical sales (Table 1). The industry is and has been dominated by a 
rather small number of large multi-national firms [73] which hold 
important positions in and carry the potential to influence the global 
petrochemical regime [74,75]. Limiting our focus to the largest pro-
ducers is relevant given our theoretical framework and its attention to 
dominant actors, which we take these firms to be among. In that regard, 
the firms we analyse capture the variety and changing dynamics in the 
sector. Until the turn of the millennium, the dominating firms were 
primarily enterprises that emerged either in the early days of the in-
dustry in Europe (e.g., BASF, Linde), or with the advent of the 
petroleum-based era in the US (e.g., ExxonMobil, Dow, LyondellBasell). 
In recent decades, global competition in the industry has increased with 
the rapid growth of especially state-owned and state supported firms 
from Asia (e.g., Sinopec, Formosa, Mitsubishi) and the Middle East (e.g., 
Sabic) [26]. Several of these firms are vertically integrated across pe-
troleum extraction/refining (downstream) and petrochemicals (e.g., 
ExxonMobile, INEOS, Sabic), whiles other are more chemicals-focused 
companies (BASF, Linde, Formosa). Certainly, the sales growth and 
yearly investments of the top ten are substantial (Table 1), and not 
surprisingly, the firms we analyse are responsible for immense volumes 
of GHG emissions (even given that inconsistencies and incompleteness 
of emission disclosure are prominent in the industry, especially for in-
direct scope 3 emissions4 [23]). For example, if the nine companies that 
have a net zero pledge (Table 1) genuinely realised that goal across 
scopes for their reported emissions, it would approximately be equiva-
lent of abating the current annual emissions from all international 
transport [78]. 

Through web search we found the most recently available sustain-
ability reports (as of September–October 2021) from the companies 
above, which we complemented with data from the companies' web-
sites. This totalled 11 reports (two from Formosa5 and one for each other 
company) and 10 website sections on sustainability (each with a varying 
number of subsections). For triangulation, we also made use of corporate 
responses to CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project), the leading 
global platform on voluntary corporate environmental disclosures 
whose questionnaire includes several open questions that allows for 
longer comments. Observations and field notes were also made at four 
industry conferences in the period 2019–2021. 

The relevance of sustainability reports as core documents used to 

4 Scope 1 refers to direct emissions from sources that are owned or controlled, 
scope 2 to GHG emissions associated with purchased electricity, and scope 3 
refers to indirect emissions outside of scope 2 [76]. In the case of petrochem-
icals, scope 3 includes emissions from e.g. oil and gas extraction or incineration 
of plastic, which are associated with substantial climate impact [77].  

5 One from Formosa Petrochemical Corporation and one from Formosa 
Plastics Corporation. 
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identify narratives is that these reports are linked to companies' strate-
gies for stakeholder engagement [80]. Because sustainability reports are 
central tools of maintaining legitimacy and are used strategically as part 
of positive image creation [81], they are suitable for our purposes. In the 
words of Megura and Gunderson [82], these reports constitute a “win-
dow into [the] ideal green self-image” of corporations. The relevance of 
sustainability reporting relates to its historical emergence as a response 
from corporate actors that have increasingly come under pressure to put 
environmental concerns more firmly on the agenda [81]. Moreover, 
sustainability reports are directed towards stakeholders like investors 
whose decisions can have direct financial consequences for companies 
[82]. These reports convey a comprehensive and detailed one-way form 
of communication under the control of a given firm as compared to 
shorter statements on interactive social media where claims of sustain-
ability can be questioned and potentially backfire [83]. 

3.2. Analytical approach 

To identify and construct the narratives we used both an inductive 
and iterative approach. First, guided by the notion of narratives 
described in Section 2.2, we coded the data according to key problem 
definitions and solutions on decarbonization that are used by the in-
dustry. From this coding, we could identify recurring arguments, con-
cepts, and rhetorical commonalities. We used these elements to 
construct idealised narratives and then revisited the empirical material 
to see whether these narratives were representative of the main argu-
ments and central statements. If key arguments were not represented in 
the narratives, we modified them to better represent the main state-
ments and logics. We consolidated the number of narratives to a few that 
were used (though to differing extents) by most companies. This process 
was repeated until three ideal type narratives emerged that were 
mutually exclusive and collectively exhausted our body of data. We then 
drew on participant observations and field notes from industry confer-
ences and CDP disclosures to triangulate and qualify this material and 
confirm the relevance of the identified narratives. To guide the analysis, 
we focused on the key issue of climate change. Because of the range and 
geography of other socio-ecological concerns related to the industry,6 

we made this choice in order to be able to compare narratives more 
directly across companies as well as juxtapose the findings with the 
rhetoric employed by fossil fuel incumbents. Still, in light of the inter-
dependence and entanglement of the different issues, we considered all 
of the material including sections not focused on climate change. The 

findings therefore point to domains other than GHG emissions to the 
extent that similarities in rhetoric were evident. 

4. Transition-related narratives in the petrochemical industry 

4.1. Realizers of sustainability 

The “realizers of sustainability” narrative highlights what are seen as 
inherently positive aspects of petrochemicals and downstream products. 
Prominently, the narrative challenges the negative framing of plastics as 
problematic, instead stressing the supposed benefits. In this framing, the 
problem is lack of acknowledgement of the merits of petrochemicals for 
green purposes. To the proponents of this narrative, the focus on nega-
tive issues (plastic pollution, emissions from production, reliance on 
fossil feedstock, etc.) disregard benefits such as reduced food waste, 
reduced vehicle weight, or that plastic production is less carbon inten-
sive than substitutes, e.g., metal or glass for packaging [84]. The solu-
tion is thus to recognise the advantages of petrochemicals particularly in 
achieving emission reductions. Arguments aligning with this narrative 
are typically made by selectively pointing further down the value chain, 
asserting for instance that petrochemicals enable emission reductions in 
other industries. Proponents often account for “avoided emissions” that 
arise from product applications (such as improvements in energy effi-
ciency). Dow, for example, includes “product benefits” in their 2050 
target of being “carbon neutral” [85]. In a broader perspective, pro-
ponents frequently also reference the use of petrochemicals for other 
purposes that purportedly relate to sustainability such as fertilizer (food 
security), wind turbine blades (renewable energy) and pharmaceuticals 
(health). 

Illustrative examples:  

– “In 2020, a subset of Linde applications enabled more than twice the 
GHG benefit than was emitted in all [of Linde's] global operations.” 
[86]  

– “We offer our customers solutions that help prevent greenhouse gas 
emissions and improve energy and resource efficiency.” [87]  

– “While ExxonMobil agrees there is no place for plastic waste in the 
environment, the environmental benefits of plastic are clear.” [88] 

To reinforce this narrative, proponents often reference life cycle 
assessment studies that promote the embedded emissions benefits of 
plastics compared to alternatives [84,89]. For example, a report spon-
sored by the American Chemistry Council [90] finds that emissions 
related to plastic packaging could increase significantly if all plastic 
packaging in the US was replaced by alternative materials. Claiming 
benefits by referencing a benchmark with higher emissions is a relative 
rather than absolute assessment, meaning that the chosen benchmark 

Table 1 
Overview of petrochemical producers analyzed for this paper ranked by chemical sales.  

Company HQ 2019 sales (m USD) Avg. sales growth 2010–2019 2019 emissions disclosed through CDP 
(Mt CO2eq) 

Net zero target 

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 

BASF Germany (private)  66.4 4.8 % 17.3 3.6 99.7 2050 
Sinopec China (state)  61.6 9.1 % 170.1 45 NA 2050 
Dow USA (private)  43.0 0.7 % 27.5 5.1 91.4 2050 
Sabic Saudi Arabia (state)  34.4 5.8 % 37.4 17.5 107.6 2050 
INEOS UK (private)  32.0 6.1 % NA NA NA 2050 
Formosa Taiwan (private)  31.4 2.3 % 36.4 8.4 136.7 No net zero target identified 
ExxonMobil USA (private)  27.4 1.5 % NA NA NA 2050 
Mitsubishi Chemical Japan (private)  27.4 8.2 % 8.5 8.2 51.8 2050 
LyondellBasell Industries USA (private)  27.1 4.4 % 14.6 8.6 31.3 2050 
Linde UK (private)  25.4 13.0 % 16.5 19.9 13.7 2050 

Sources: Chemical & Engineering News [79], CDP disclosure data and company sustainability reports. Note: Net zero targets differ widely in scope and how “carbon 
neutrality” is accounted for (see also Section 4.1), NA – not available through CDP due to lack of disclosure. The GHG emission figures for Formosa count responses to 
CDP questionnaires from Formosa Chemicals & Fibre Corporation, Formosa Petrochemical, Formosa Plastics Corp, and Formosa Taffeta Co. 

6 Including local air and water pollution, occupational health and safety, 
diffusion of Polyfluoroalkyl Substances, plastic pollution, nutrient (mis)man-
agement, and so forth. 
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matters a great deal to this line of reasoning (for example, one could 
imagine “reduced use” reference scenario). Moreover, this argument 
does not say anything about whether the unit of analysis performs “well 
enough” given ecological limits [91], a tendency that is mirrored in 
corporate sustainability reporting more generally [92]. Quantifying 
“avoided emissions” requires consistency, or else it results in incoher-
ence [93]. For example, in the quote above, Linde makes it accounting in 
reference to a hypothetical scenario in which customers do not apply 
Linde products, seemingly assuming that no relevant substitutes exist. In 
attributing these reductions to Linde, double counting occurs when their 
customers report lower direct emissions. Use of “creative accounting” is 
not unique but rather a widespread tendency in the industry, especially 
in relation to life cycle assessment [41]. 

Looking beyond method-oriented critiques, the narrative arguably 
ignores how accounting is constructed and its political and normative 
elements [94–98]. The “realizers of sustainability” narrative presents 
criticisms of the industry as an information-type problem (which 
corporate actors try to alleviate). Relating to discourses of climate delay, 
the practise of flagging ostensibly “objective” assessments of avoided 
emissions as way to alleviate pressure resonates with “whataboutism” 
[70]. Whataboutism also redirects responsibility, often by deploying and 
cherry-picking seemingly favourable statistics. While whataboutism 
typically reorients the focus to blame others, however, petrochemical 
producers also selectively redirect focus towards themselves in claiming 
sustainability achievements. 

4.2. Breakthrough technology pioneers 

According to the strategic narrative “breakthrough technology pio-
neers”, future low-carbon technologies pave the road towards decar-
bonization; technologies that the petrochemical sector will play an 
essential role in developing and deploying. The role of industry in 
ensuring these developments is framed so as to naturally follow from its 
track record of innovation and technological breakthroughs. In essence, 
the problem in this narrative is greenhouse gas emissions and plastic 
waste arising from petrochemical production. While acknowledging 
sustainability issues, the industry at the same time avoids taking re-
sponsibility, passing the blame to consumers for littering and low rates 
of recycling and highlighting the value of plastics as sustainable mate-
rials [41]. The solution lies in changing production processes through 
innovation by increasing efficiency and pioneering break-through 
technologies. Rather than being facilitators of carbon lock-in, the 
petrochemical sector is thought of as playing pivotal role in developing 
and scaling up what are presented as key technologies. These key 
technologies include carbon capture (utilization) and storage (CCS/ 
CCUS), hydrogen (both feedstock and power generation) and electri-
fying the steam cracking process [99]. In addition, several companies 
promote chemical recycling (also known as advanced recycling, which 
involves breaking plastics down into their component molecules) as a 
means to increase circularity and, by extension, emissions reductions, 
although the ecological desirability of these approaches remain con-
tested [35,100–102]. Many environmental activists, for example, argue 
that chemical recycling is simply another word for “incineration” 
[103,104]. Similar for these various means of decarbonization and 
increasing circularity is that, although their development may take time 
once they reach maturity (the narrative suggests), they will result in 
massive emissions reductions. Thus, the existing petrochemical infra-
structure, and the expansions of (and further investments in) high- 
carbon complexes that continue production of virgin plastic are cast as 
non-problematic. Similarly, the narratives sustain the notion that 
existing demand patterns are locked-in and that transformative lifestyle 
changes are not needed. In other words, production volumes of petro-
chemicals and plastics should not be problematized, we just need to 
produce plastics with “green” technologies. 

Illustrative examples:  

– “(…) we are pioneering nearly carbon-free production processes, 
especially for emission-intensive basic chemicals”. [105]  

– “Dow delivers breakthrough sustainable chemistry innovations that 
advance the well-being of humanity.” [106]  

– “Leveraging our expertise in research and development and molecule 
management, we are developing options for integrating advanced 
recycling solutions at our petrochemical facilities.” [88] 

This narrative is also found in other heavy industries that rely on 
development and deployment of “key technologies” to decarbonize 
[107] and, more generally, it aligns with the discourse of “technological 
optimism” [70]. Although such thinking can be found in several varia-
tions, the underlying focus is a steadfast belief in technological progress 
frequently backed by unsupported claims that lead to other forms of 
delay (e.g., regulation as damaging or breakthroughs as certain). Espe-
cially relevant for the case at hand is the continuous and repeated pro-
motion of technological “myths” that are not manifested within the 
assured timeframe [108]. Among the sampled companies, most have 
indicated an interest in low-carbon technologies, but there have not 
been significant leaps towards realisation. Financing and deployment 
are still niche, and in several cases, have been so for several decades 
already [23,109]. Consequently, these technologies may well represent 
an essential part of the paths to decarbonization, but without significant 
investment, commitment, and technological development they run the 
risk of not materialising this potential. Seeing the timeline for uptake of 
new production processes and limited options for retrofitting, there is a 
serious lack in investment and commitments if the companies hope to 
achieve net-zero targets via such pathways. Such criticism is pertinent 
given that recent research highlights the industry as a facilitator of (an 
accelerating) carbon lock-in [28,110], questioning the premise of the 
narrative, namely that industry are pioneers of low-carbon technology. 

4.3. Already well underway 

In the narrative “already well underway”, the climate actions of 
petrochemical majors are portrayed as ambitious, bold, and inspiring. 
Therefore, it is important to showcase the commitment and efforts of the 
industry to stave off critics who misconstrue or have not realised how 
well individual companies are actually doing in terms of their sustain-
ability efforts. The problem in this narrative is that the world is unaware 
or lack understanding of ongoing initiatives and previous successes. The 
solution is thus to promote the “many” cases of concrete action and 
companies' continual progress, including demonstrating (for example) 
that companies have paid attention to climate change for years, are 
investing in research and development (R&D) and decarbonization 
projects, or are retrofitting existing plants. These efforts are often framed 
as part of a journey or path towards “carbon neutrality” with the com-
pany in question as the protagonists. The narrative also extents to plastic 
waste management and the notion that companies are well on their way 
to achieving circularity. 

Illustrative examples:  

– “[The blue hydrogen plant] builds on the significant CO2 reductions 
we've already made.” [111]  

– “The new photovoltaic plant will deliver an 80kt annual reduction in 
indirect CO2 emissions and reinforces our support for and contribu-
tion to wider climate change initiatives.” [112]  

– “(…) we are taking [concrete steps], such as the establishment of the 
Circular Economy Department and the implementation of initiatives 
to tackle the issues of waste plastic and climate change.” [113] 

A feature of this narrative is that companies are framed as the drivers 
of change. Here, corporate action cannot be attributed to outside pres-
sures – rather, these actions are a natural part of the corporate DNA. This 
feature is manifested when, for instance, corporations re-label an action 
that they would have undertaken in any case (due e.g. to economic 
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factors, new legislation or court rulings), as actions that illustrate their 
climate ambition. To illustrate, LyondellBasell promotes reduced flaring 
as part of their climate ambition. However, in October 2021, Lyondell-
Basell agreed to cut flaring as part of a US court settlement [114]. In fact, 
their target of 0.08 Mt. CO2 from reduced flaring matches the reductions 
they were forced to comply with under the court settlement. Looking 
beyond examples of re-labelling, the industry has ignored or fought 
against climate change action for decades [115] and is still lobbying 
opportunistically to facilitate accumulation and shape or hinder regu-
lation [116]. From this perspective, petrochemical majors are only 
reluctantly engaging in decarbonization and other sustainability efforts 
to please stakeholders following massive pressure from multiple actors 
[35]. 

The “already well underway” narrative resonates with the delay 
discourse “all talk little action” identified by Lamb et al. [70], pointing 
to advancements that downplay the need for further action or more 
stringent regulatory measures [117]. Such discourse can be supported 
by setting seemingly ambitious but voluntary targets (cf. the adoption of 
net zero targets referenced in Section 3) and by promoting specific 
statistics without contextualising them, since doing so could entail 
undermining claims of sustainability [94]. Many loopholes exist both in 
terms of methods for setting and meeting targets, which demands 
scepticism and scrutiny [118]. Although companies should arguably be 
credited for committing to action, if the cumulative effect of corporate 
projects have a relatively small effect on overall emissions, this narrative 
divert attention and downplay the necessity for structural change. 
Similarly, “green” R&D spending should be related to overall capital 
expenditures into fossil-based infrastructure that further carbon lock-in. 
Certainly, all of these companies have recently announced substantial 
investments into expanding fossil-based production facilities [28]. In-
sofar as “green” spending is used to signal a new direction but remains 
dwarfed by “brown” investments [119], such commitments help legiti-
mize the carbon lock-in that current investment patterns facilitate. 

4.4. Narrative realignment in the petrochemical industry 

Fig. 1 and Table 2 illustrate and present an overview of the strategic 
transition-related narratives employed by the sampled petrochemical 
majors. These various ideal type storylines are not independent, but 
rather, they relate to and mutually reinforce each other. Together, they 
constitute a discursive strategy, portraying the petrochemical industry 
as of unquestionable societal importance, promoting the idea that 
stringent regulation is not needed, and implying that criticisms against 
the industry are based on misunderstandings. Across narratives, the 
industry is portrayed as a transition enabler (rather than an originator of 
carbon lock-in) facilitating a transition free of contestation which, 
however difficult, is pleasingly under control. Not only are incumbents 
realising sustainability now – they are also key for future pathways, 
fulfilling this role in a constantly improving manner. 

Despite reinforcing each other, the different strategic narratives are 
arguably not entirely internally consistent. For example, if industry ac-
tors are indeed “well underway” on a journey towards low-carbon 
production, there should be little need to appreciate that they enable 
“avoided” emissions elsewhere. Additionally, the “realizers of sustain-
ability” narrative proudly points to the need for petrochemicals to 
produce renewables, lending support to the need for an energy transi-
tion. Yet the narratives do not necessarily entail abandoning the current 
energy order, instead lending themselves to continuous extraction, 
refining and cracking of hydrocarbons on massive scales. Lastly, the 
“breakthrough technology pioneers” narrative acknowledges problems 
while passing blame onto consumers. As for the benefits of plastics, 
though, “realizers of sustainability” take full responsibility. In effect, 
these apparent contradictions work to consolidate the narratives and 
fend off storylines that run counter by covering potential blind spots. By 
invoking these narratives, proponents can dismiss criticisms that target 
inadequate or lack of action as these have not considered how the 

industry enables emission reductions; similarly, criticizing the industry 
for being fossil-based and enhancing carbon lock-in does not appreciate 
the role of petrochemicals in energy transitions. Strategic ambiguity 
remains around the framing of the agency of incumbent actors. Across 
narratives, firms are the main protagonists, downplaying the importance 
of, e.g., other actors in the global innovation system [120]. Yet the 
premise that current demand trends are completely fixed goes unques-
tioned. Taken together, these narratives narrow down climate futures 
and frames an incumbent-led, technology-oriented transition as the only 
game in town. As put rather bluntly by the industry organization Pet-
rochemicals Europe: “We build the future!”7 [122]. 

The three strategic narratives entail narrative realignment albeit in 
different ways (see Table 2). Common to all narratives, however, is that 
they bring ideas and practices of decarbonization in line with existing 
strategies and current industrial developments within the sector. 
Narrative realignment is essential to “realizers of sustainability” in that 
the narrative frames existing petrochemical production as climate 
friendly and thereby important to decarbonization. Moreover, in-
cumbents often highlight the importance of petrochemicals in enabling 
transitions to renewable energy systems (e.g., solvents to manufacture 
solar panels, chemicals needed to produce wind turbine blades, etc.) 
[73]. In doing so, the industry positions itself as critical to not only 
decarbonization but also to renewable energy transitions. As such, it 
aligns fossil-based chemical production with fossil-free energy. The 
narrative thereby casts current (and increasing) levels of production as 
legitimate and beneficial implying that the position of petrochemical 
incumbents in the social order should not be tampered with. Production 
of and investments into petrochemicals are here not primarily 
commercially-informed decisions that enrich capital owners but rather 
sources of sustainability benefits. Thereby, in framing existing and po-
tential new products as sustainable, “realizers of sustainability” point 
towards options for green capital accumulation. 

Encapsulating narrative realignment, the narrative of “breakthrough 
technology pioneers” seeks to align incumbents' investment patterns and 
R&D focus with decarbonization and a circular economy. In the 
analyzed material, multiple companies emphasise CCUS, green 
hydrogen and chemical recycling – key technologies legitimized by the 
pathways set out by among others the International Energy Agency, in 
which particularly the two former hold significant potential for decar-
bonizing the sector [16,109,123]. Understanding the industry to be a 
pioneer of key technologies implies that production facilities will be 
decarbonized once low-carbon processes have been developed and rol-
led out. As such, regulating the industry amounts to misunderstanding 
the logics of technological innovation. If anything, public support is 
warranted, since the industry is uniquely positioned to develop key 
technologies, thereby opening for avenues of green capital 
accumulation. 

Lastly, “already well underway” tries to cast current sustainability 
efforts in a positive light. Narrative realignment is here evident in how 
this narrative aligns previous and current actions taken by petrochem-
ical majors with decarbonization. For example, petrochemical majors 
highlight energy efficiency improvements as part of their decarbon-
ization efforts, signalling that the industry is in control and steadily 
following a pathway towards decarbonization. Yet energy efficiency 
measures have been a long-term trend in the industry [19] as these have 
clear economic benefits (feedstock dominating production costs). En-
ergy efficiency improvements thereby provide a double dividend, both 
lowering costs and recasting industry efforts as green through lowering 
emission intensity, thereby fending off pressures for more trans-
formative visions for the industry [36]. At the same time, however, 

7 This bears noticeable resemblance to the rhetoric of the American Fuel and 
Petrochemical Manufacturers quoted in Section 1, who referred to petro-
chemicals “the building blocks of modern life”, a terminology also used by 
individual companies such as ExxonMobil [121]. 
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improvements in energy efficiency risk strengthening carbon lock-in by 
furthering integration of existing production processes [143,144]. This 
example illustrates a link between narrative realignment and passive 
revolution in that “already well underway” foregrounds reformist or 
incremental changes to neutralise criticism while recasting these de-
velopments as progressive. By presenting the industry as being on a path 
towards decarbonization, with key incumbent actors eagerly trotting 
along, the narrative positions the industry as unproblematic – also from 
an investor perspective. Thereby, “already well underway” downplays 
the sector's exposure to climate-related financial risks arising from fossil- 
based production (e.g., in the form of capital stranding cascades [124]). 

On the whole, the three strategic narratives portray the industry as 
part of the solution rather than as part of the problem. Beyond pre- 
empting regulation by deflecting or redirecting responsibility and 
easing pressure, these narratives play into strategies of proliferation and 
green capital accumulation, framing incumbent actors as integral to 
decarbonized futures. Dependence on petrochemicals is here both cur-
rent (as realizers of sustainability) and continuous (as pioneers of 
breakthrough technology), making transitions possible and driving 
needed technological innovation. Running against pressures for change, 
these narratives work to “future-proof” the industry [35] based on 
narrative realignment, legitimating and thereby reenforcing current 
patterns of lock-in. In essence, this discursive strategy answers the 

question posed to industry actors by a senior manager at a global con-
sultancy for companies in the chemical sector: “[How] can you negate or 
convert threats, and position to capture opportunities?”8 

5. Perspectives on petrochemical transitions 

Seeing the calls to end fossil fuels [125] and cut global plastic pro-
duction [32] alongside unfolding socio-ecological crises, the petro-
chemical industry appears to be subject to unprecedented pressure. Yet – 
at least if their public announcements are to be trusted – industry actors 
do not seem that worried. In engaging with stakeholders, the discursive 
strategy presented above seeks to take the disruptive and potentially 
counter-hegemonic ideas of decarbonization, energy transition, and 
circular economy, and align them with current petrochemical produc-
tion and investments patterns. In this section, we discuss this discursive 
strategy and relate it to other forms of power required for trasformismo. 
To add perspective, we then consider the unique position of petro-
chemicals in energy transitions by contrasting the findings above with 
the rhetoric utilised by oil and gas majors as mapped in recent studies. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of strategic transition-related narratives in the petrochemical sector.  

Table 2 
Overview of the identified narratives.  

Strategic 
narrative 

Problem Solution Role of industry Narrative realignment Resonates with 

Realizers of 
sustainability 

Lack of acknowledgement of 
the role petrochemical 

products play for various 
sustainability issues 

Acknowledging the benefits of 
petrochemical products, e.g., 

emission reductions made 
possibly by plastics 

Delivers tangible and 
substantial sustainability 
benefits such as emission 

reductions. Trying to combat 
misunderstandings. 

Aligns ideas of decarbonization 
and energy transitions away from 
fossil fuels with current production 

patterns of the petrochemical 
industry. 

Whataboutism 

Breakthrough 
technology 
pioneers 

Carbon emissions and 
plastic pollution from 

petrochemical production 

Innovation facilitated by the 
industry. Increasing energy 

efficiency and long-term 
decarbonization. 

Transition enablers and 
innovative pioneers of new 

technology. 

Aligns decarbonization and 
circular economy with existing 
investment and R&D strategy, 

contending that decarbonization is 
best facilitated in the hands of 

industry. 

Technological 
optimism 

Already well 
underway 

Unawareness of the existing 
efforts and transformative 

success of the petrochemical 
sector 

Promoting the “many” cases of 
concrete action and initiatives 

that companies (and the sector at 
large) are working on in line with 

previous successes. 

In control with high ambition 
and substantial action. 

Aligns decarbonization and 
circularity with current 

sustainability efforts in the 
industry. Elements of passive 

revolution. 

All talk little 
action  

8 Authors' notes, Europe Chemicals and Polymers Conference, September 
2021 
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5.1. Trasformismo and petrochemicals 

In the process of trasformismo, the employment of discursive power 
happens in combination with material and institutional forms of power. 
As for material power, the dependence on petrochemicals in enabling 
capital accumulation confers certain advantages to the industry. Not 
unlike the structurally important energy industries, the petrochemical 
sector has arguably played a substantial role in facilitating growth in the 
20th century [126]. The petrochemical industry provides input to a host 
of different industrial processes and has many forward-linkages to other 
sectors [127]. In the words of the industry, “petrochemicals make things 
happen” [128], which (similar to the energy industries [14]) allows 
petrochemical incumbents to claim to represent general interests. The 
ubiquity and apparent entrenchment of chemicals and plastics in mod-
ern life thus grant material power, providing a platform from which to 
stave off disruptive change. As emphasised in the opening keynote by 
the sustainability manager from the chemicals section of a large verti-
cally integrated company at a petrochemical conference: “Without our 
industry, essentially everything in modern life [that] society takes for 
granted would not exist in the form it is today”.9 

The material power of the industry underpins the discursive strategy 
of incumbents. The basis of the industry's material power, i.e., the 
widespread use of petrochemicals across industrial processes, also 
means that a range of petrochemicals are used for sustainability-related 
purposes (as incumbents are quick to highlight). As we have shown 
above, such applications enable the realizers of sustainability narrative. 
More broadly, the notion of petrochemicals as “building blocks” seeks to 
make visible the structural importance of the sector and render practi-
cally all applications of petrochemicals essential by characterising them 
as prerequisites of “modern life”. As long as we desire the comforts of 
today – it follows – petrochemicals are indispensable. This perspective 
speaks to wider imaginaries of green growth and ecological modern-
isation, which take political and economic structures as given and 
envision economic growth and ecological sustainability as harmonious 
[94,129]. Conceived as a modified version of today, green growth might 
entail restructuring, but the essentiality of petrochemicals remains, i.e., 
things still need to “happen”. Resting on the structural importance of 
petrochemicals, petrochemical companies can thus position themselves 
as integral to hegemonic visions of the future. 

Linkages between different forms of power are also pertinent in 
relation to institutional power. The petrochemical industry has a long 
history of trying to influence political decision-making, both through 
formal and informal forms of participation including lobbying for and 
against certain policies, contributing millions to political campaigns and 
as part of the US’s climate change counter-movement, funding climate- 
denial efforts [115,130–132]. A relevant and coordinated form of 
institutional power is the wielding of influence by industry lobbying 
groups, which use the three narratives analysed above in their effort to 
position the industry as integral to combatting climate change, and 
evoke the sector's economic importance, both to influence policy 
[39,133]. Invoking these narratives and backed by structurally depen-
dent material power, the employment of institutional power relates to 
and depends on other forms of power. 

In various ways, the issue of scale is central to discursive, material, 
and institutional power. On a fundamental level, different socio- 
ecological crises are fuelled by the massive and increasing scale of 
petrochemical production [41,134]. In the run-up to the UN Environ-
ment Assembly resolution initializing the process of negotiating a global 
plastics treaty, petrochemical producers lobbied to keep the focus on 
waste management only and thereby disregard the role of production 
[135,136]. In this ongoing war of position, the industry seeks to 
convince stakeholders that plastics are part of the solution rather than 

the root of the problem. As for discursive power, industry actors seek to 
tone down issues of scale through realigning plastics and sustainability. 
Yet it is scale that both facilitates growth and underpins the structural 
importance of the industry and industry actors have sought to ensure 
continued upscaling by fending off potential limiting threats. The 
identified strategic narratives should thus be seen in this broader 
perspective where narrative realignment and discursive efforts are part 
of a wider set of activities and practises seeking (through the process of 
trasformismo) to acommodate transition pressures so that they will not 
disrupt prevailing social and economic relations. For plastic and petro-
chemicals, reduced production and consumption is clearly a critically 
important mitigation pathway [110]. Looking forward, the degree to 
which incumbents will be successful in ensuring trasformismo will help 
decide whether this pathway will be pursued. 

5.2. Petro-chemicals vis-à-vis petro-extraction 

Despite relying on fossil feedstock and being solidly placed in the 
fossil-based energy order (with strong historical, knowledge-based, and 
economic linkages to oil, gas, and coal, as reflected by the multiple in-
tegrated fossil fuel and chemical companies), the petrochemical industry 
occupies a different position in an energy transition than do extractors of 
oil, gas, and coal. As explained above, petrochemicals are framed as 
integral to ecomodernist futures, despite being fossil-based. How does 
this position differ from that of fossil fuel extractors? 

The oil and gas majors do not have the same platform as petro-
chemical producers. The “fossil fuel saviour” frame identified by Supran 
and Oreskes [5] builds on discourses of fossil fuel solutionism [70], 
positioning the fossil fuel industry as an essential part of the solution to 
climate change and fossil fuels as critical and necessary for meeting 
energy demand (which is taken as given). However, this holds only for 
the foreseeable future. To exemplify, fossil gas is portrayed as a “bridge” 
towards cleaner energy production and an increasing share of renew-
ables is acknowledged to be necessary (at least at some point) [137]. 
Even if ideas of technological fixes in the form of large-scale negative 
emission technologies and “cleaner” fuels underpin the fossil fuel sol-
utionism discourse [82], fossil extraction has to eventually decrease or, 
at the very least, energy production has to change composition. Ulti-
mately, oil and gas firms face an existential threat, and operate with the 
fundamental options of either not remaining oil and gas firms or not 
remaining in business [10]. This means that the battleground is set up 
around the extent and pace of decreased production and the role of 
negative emission technologies herein. The contrary is the case for 
petrochemicals, as contextualised in the introduction: increased pro-
duction is instead the starting point. Insofar as incumbents successfully 
manage to present themselves as critical to climate mitigation, and in-
sofar as ecological modernisation remains the dominant imaginary, 
more “building blocks” are called for. 

An important aspect of the fossil fuel saviour frame is the “techno-
logical shell game” discourse which, relying on strategic ambiguity, 
spreads doubt around feasibility, costs and implementation of energy 
alternatives [5]. Given that the potential of renewables appears 
increasingly evident (as renewables costs go down and deployment 
unfolds), a clear outside threat has materialised, arguably increasing the 
resistance from incumbents standing to loose rents [138,139]. Along 
these lines, the technological shell game discourse has played an obvious 
function for fossil fuel companies namely that of questioning the validity 
of renewables. But what alternatives exist to the “building blocks of 
modern life”? Technological alternatives for petrochemicals (e.g. bio-
based feedstocks, carbon capture, and green hydrogen) focus on com-
plementing or improving existing production processes [110], and are 
framed to emerge from within, with niche technologies being promoted 
by petrochemical majors (breakthrough technology pioneers). 

Despite the above differences, similarities in rhetoric are also 
apparent across the value chain including discourses of climate delay 
such as “technological optimism”, “whataboutism”, “no sticks just 

9 Authors' notes, European Petrochemicals Virtual Conference, November 22, 
2021. 
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carrots”, and “all talk, little action” [70]. A prominent example is the 
tendency to diminish responsibility by taking production growth as a 
given, “casting itself as a kind of neutral innocent, buffeted by the forces 
of consumer demand”, a manoeuvre used by both the fossil fuel and the 
tobacco industry [140,141]. Moreover, various civil society actors have 
worked to lump together petrochemicals, fossil fuels and plastics. For 
instance, Greenpeace successfully led a campaign for LEGO to end their 
partnership with the vertically integrated oil, gas, and petrochemicals 
company Shell, presenting Shell as fundamentally problematic and 
mobilising action against the use of fossil-based plastics for LEGO 
products [142]. However, unlike fossil fuel extractors who combat clear 
substitutes, petrochemical majors are positioned to pursue strategic 
narratives premised on the inevitability of “modern” society in which 
chemicals and plastics are ubiquitous. 

With the agreed-upon resolution at the UN Environment Assembly 
(UNEA-5) requiring a global plastics treaty, stepping up international 
plastic governance across the value chain in spite of counter-efforts by 
industry lobbyists [32], transition pressures appear to be increasing. The 
three narratives discussed above that proactively frame industry as 
imperative to sustainability are likely to come into play as the war of 
position continues to unfold and hegemony is challenged. What the 
consequences will be and whether new narratives will emerge as the 
landscape changes remain open questions. 

6. Conclusion 

Because of their involvement in various socio-ecological crises and 
conflicts, petrochemical producers are subject to a multitude of change 
pressures. In seeking to navigate such pressures, they promote a number 
of strategic narratives that align current and planned activities with 
ideas of sustainability, decarbonization and circularity. This promotion 
happens through efforts of narrative realignment positioning petro-
chemical industry actors as central to ecomodernist futures as pioneers 
of technology and enablers of transitions. This position differs from that 
of fossil fuel extractors in petrochemicals not being a bridge to but rather 
the fundament for modern sustainable future(s). Instances of narrative 
realignment constitute examples of the use of discursive power and play 
into wider processes of trasformismo and wars of position. The processes 
we have described here are not only a matter of accountability, deflec-
tion and avoiding responsibility, but also about positioning and power, 
seeking to maintain favourable socio-technical configurations and 
rendering “unlimited” plastic futures more likely [41]. 

The concept of narrative realignment adds to our understanding of 
the employment of discursive power by illustrating how its concrete 
manifestations can mimic and feed into larger-scale processes of tras-
formismo. In this way, we have sought to illustrate trasformismo “in 
practice”. Mapping narrative realignment is thus one helpful way of 
tracing efforts of transformismo as the process unfolds whether these 
efforts will be successful or not. Future research can fruitfully compare 
the employment of discursive power across energy intensive processing 
sectors and see how discursive efforts relate to central conflicts about the 
potential for reduced production and use as part of industry trans-
formation. Which narratives do actors promote across industries, how 
are they related and what is the role of narrative realignment? For 
example, to what extent do incumbents push the notion of output from 
the steel and cement industries as essential and ubiquitous? Future 
research could also assess dynamics internal to the petrochemicals in-
dustry, exploring how, why, and to what extent various narratives travel 
and become institutionalized on a global scale. Exploring such questions 
will help shed further light on the material implications for industrial 
transformations of narratives and discursive forms of power. 

With calls to cap the global production of (virgin) plastics in the 
upcoming global plastic treaty [32,33], the war of position concerning 
continued upscaling (and locking-in) of the already colossal petro-
chemical production will likely intensify. Accordingly, efforts of narra-
tive realignment are set to continue as incumbent actors emphasise 

petrochemicals as necessary and essential and seek, once again, to make 
plastic “fantastic”. If the socio-ecological consequences of continued 
growth of petrochemical production are to be avoided, these efforts have 
to be counter-balanced and the crucial role of chemicals in upholding 
the fossil energy order must be made visible. Yet undoing petrochemi-
cals growth also raises questions around the vast array of processes and 
products that depend on synthetic petroleum derivatives. The struggle 
over the future of petrochemicals is thus also a struggle over the future of 
consumerism. To challenge petrochemical growth while meeting the 
needs of all therefore requires confronting existing inequalities in ma-
terial and (embodied) energy consumption in conjunction with the un-
equal distribution of power and resources upon which these inequalities 
are predicated. 
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